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Abstract
We address the question of how international public goods are financed
by analyzing voting in the U+S+ Congress on legislation to increase the U+S+ contribution to the International Monetary Fund ~IMF!+ We argue that legislators are more
likely to vote in favor of an increase ~1! the more campaign contributions they
obtain from banks that specialize in international lending, and ~2! the greater the
share of high-skilled “proglobalization” workers in their districts+ The first argument supports the inference that a financially strong IMF mitigates the risks of
international lending, to the benefit of the lending banks+ The second reflects our
claim that voters view the IMF as a positive force for global economic integration
that—following Stolper-Samuelson reasoning—benefits high-skilled workers+ Lastly,
we analyze IMF loan decisions and find modest support for the claim that IMF
policy reflects the interests of major international banks+ Overall, our results suggest that private actors within the United States have individual stakes in funding
the IMF+

The primary mandate of the International Monetary Fund ~IMF or Fund! is to
safeguard the stability of the global financial system—an international public good+
The IMF obtains the resources it needs for its stabilization operations from member governments, with large members contributing most of the funds+ In this article, we analyze the politics of funding the IMF from the perspective of its largest
contributor, the United States+ Rather than treating the United States as a single
entity with a unified “national interest” at the Fund, we consider the preferences
of political actors within the United States who exert power over financing the
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IMF+ Specifically, we analyze how members of Congress vote on requests for IMF
“quota” increases+1
Voting to increase quotas is a clear indicator of support for the IMF: more
resources allow the Fund to make more stabilization loans+2 As local concerns
typically influence congressional positions on foreign economic policy issues, we
argue that members of Congress are more apt to support a funding increase ~1! the
more campaign contributions they get from commercial banks that engage in international lending, and ~2! the more high-skilled “proglobalization” constituents they
have in their districts+ The first argument reflects the inference that a strong IMF
mitigates the risks of international lending, to the benefit of the lending banks+
The second supports our claim the IMF is a force for global economic integration,
which benefits high-skilled workers in the United States by increasing the demand
for their labor but harms low-skilled workers, who must compete with low-skilled
workers in developing countries+ We also attempt to estimate the impact that U+S+
banking interests have on the behavior of the IMF and find that IMF loan decisions partly reflect the interests of major banks+ Our primary goal, however, is to
provide microfoundations for U+S+ support of the IMF, and thereby to contribute
to our understanding of how international public goods are financed+
Financing national or local public goods is complicated enough+ Financing international public goods, which benefit citizens of many nations, exacerbates the
difficulties of nonrivalry and nonexcludability+3 However, it is fairly clear that
the United States obtains nation-specific benefits from the IMF, which might help
explain why the U+S+ government is willing to finance its public goods+ Many
scholars find that IMF policy reflects the “national interests” of the United
States ~and other large member countries!+4 Since voting power in the IMF is
weighted in favor of its largest members, the standard conjecture is that the United
States uses its influence to promote its national interests and foreign policy goals+
These scholars find a positive association between the size of a debtor country’s
loan from the IMF and that country’s “political proximity” to the United States,
with political proximity proxied by the fraction of times the United States and
the country in question vote identically in the United Nations ~UN! General
Assembly+
These findings suggest that the IMF obtains funding because it produces “joint
products,” that is, two or more complementary outputs that vary in their degree of
publicness+5 On one hand, IMF rescue operations promote international financial

1+ Quotas are the capital subscriptions that member governments make to the IMF+ Quotas serve as
the Fund’s main resource for stabilization activities and also determine member governments’ voting
power in the organization+ The U+S+ Congress has final authority to approve or deny any increase in
the U+S+ quota contribution to the Fund+
2+ Locke 2000+
3+ See Sandler 2002; Ferroni and Mody 2002; and Kaul et al+ 2003+
4+ See Stone 2004; Dreher and Jensen 2003; Barro and Lee 2002; Oatley 2002; and Thacker 1999+
5+ Sandler 2002+
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stability, a global public good attributable to the nonexcludable and nonrival aspects
of financial stability+6 On the other hand, IMF rescues yield nation-specific private
benefits, as when the United States advances its foreign policy interests+7 In combination, the joint outputs encourage contributions to the IMF: the nation-specific
benefits that the United States can obtain only through its provisioning efforts serves
a “privatizing” role that motivates U+S+ contributions to the organization+ The private benefits, in other words, help circumvent the free-rider problem and induce
contributions from large members to the provision of global public goods+8
While private benefits may encourage contributions from the United States ~and
other large members!, treating the United States as a unified entity with a foreign
policy interest in the IMF is problematic+ As a matter of formal procedure, Congress, not the foreign policy executive, has the final authority to decide U+S+ contributions to the Fund+9 Since Congress is not a unitary actor, and local concerns
typically motivate its members, restricting the private benefits to the domain of
foreign policy risks a misspecification of the joint products involved in funding
the IMF+10 Our approach, by contrast, places Congress at the center of the process
and allows us to consider the full range of factors that influence financing the
IMF+
As a matter of theory, treating the United States as a single entity does little to
clarify the individual incentives ~micro-foundations! that motivate IMF funding+
While it is possible that foreign policy elites have personal career or electoral stakes
in using the IMF as a tool of U+S+ foreign policy, the precise nature of their incentives is not considered in the existing literature+ In this article, we begin by identifying the private individuals within the United States that have economic stakes
in funding the IMF+ We look to the economics literature on international financial
rescues and international trade to derive these interests+ We then relate the motivations of members of Congress to the pecuniary interests of constituent groups
through the electoral channel and, on these foundations, specify an incentive structure for funding the IMF that reflects the interests of individuals, not aggregate
entities+ The intuition is that U+S+ support for the IMF need not be based on aggregate national benefits+ When specific domestic actors gain from having a wellfinanced IMF, and these “winners” have their interests represented in Congress,
majority support for a quota increase can arise without consideration of either foreign policy or global public goods+

6+ See Kindleberger 1986; and Wyplosz 1999+
7+ Lipscy 2003+
8+ For other applications of the joint products model, see Broz 1999 and 1998; and Cornes and
Sandler 1984+
9+ The Bretton Woods Agreement Act of 1944 states, “Unless Congress by law authorizes such
action, neither the President nor any person or agency shall on behalf of the United States request or
consent to any change in the quota of the United States under the Articles of Agreement of the Fund+”
See U+S+C+ Title 22, Section 286c+
10+ Although the U+S+ executive may influence the IMF ’s day-to-day decisions, funding the IMF is
a congressional prerogative+
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The heart of our article is an analysis of voting in the House of Representatives
on roll calls dedicated exclusively to funding IMF quota increases+ We argue that
the incomes of voters and interest groups are affected by IMF activities and that
these distributional effects give constituents a personal incentive to engage Congress in IMF quota decisions+ In turn, members of Congress have incentives to
take positions on the IMF that partially reflect voter and interest group stakes+
Finally, to illustrate the impact of U+S+ domestic politics on IMF policy, we shift
our analysis to the IMF level, where we expect policy decisions to partially reflect
the interests of U+S+ banks+ This last step provides a tentative connection between
domestic politics and international politics, and an account of some of the political incentives that motivate Fund lending+
The article is organized as follows+ In the first section, we outline the procedures for funding the IMF+ The second section contains our arguments and evidentiary strategy+ The third section provides the empirical analysis of congressional
roll-call votes on quota increases+ The fourth section explores the determinants of
IMF lending+ The final section addresses implications+

The Procedure for Increasing IMF Quotas
The IMF was created in 1944 to support world trade and economic growth by
stabilizing the international financial system—a global public good+11 To do so,
the Fund provides assistance to countries facing balance-of-payments difficulties+
When a country spends more abroad on goods and services than it receives, it
incurs a current account deficit+ Selling assets or borrowing can finance this shortfall and involves a private capital inflow into the country+ But when private sources
do not cover the current account deficit, a country’s government must finance it
through the sale of its official reserves of foreign currencies+ The core responsibility of the IMF is to provide loans to deficit countries when they exhaust their
reserves+ This assistance helps countries rebuild their reserves, stabilize their currencies, and continue paying for imports, while they adjust policies and make
reforms to correct the payments problems+
The Fund’s approach to financial assistance has two main components—financing
and conditionality—that jointly address the payments crisis and the underlying
factors that contributed to it+ Access to Fund assistance is conditioned on the adoption and pursuit of economic and structural policy measures negotiated by the IMF
with the recipient country+12 This “conditionality” usually takes the form of performance criteria ~for example, inflation and spending targets! and policy benchmarks ~or example, tax reform and privatization!, and the aim is to alleviate the
economic difficulties that led to balance-of-payments problem+

11+ Wyplosz 1999+
12+ See Przeworski and Vreeland 2000; and Vreeland 2003+
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The IMF ’s financial resources come from members’ subscriptions, which are
known as “quotas+” Each country’s quota is calculated by a formula reflecting the
relative size of its economy, using various measures of output and trade+ Quotas
also determine members’ voting power in the organization+ Each member has 250
“basic” votes, plus one additional vote for each part of its quota equal to SDR
100,000+ As basic votes make up only a small fraction of total votes, control of
the IMF is heavily weighted toward its larger members+ To illustrate, the United
States, with its quota of $54+2 billion has 371,743 votes ~17+1 percent of the total!,
while Palau has 281 votes ~0+013 percent of the total!+ Large members have even
greater influence because important decisions are subject to special majorities+ The
United States, with more than 17 percent of the votes, has veto power over decisions, such as quota increases, that require 85 percent approval+13
These voting rules may be an endogenous solution to the global free-rider problem+ By tying contributions to voting power, large nations are able to use their
influence to promote policies with nation-specific benefits+14 Stone, for example,
finds that the United States and other large members use IMF loans to advance
their foreign policy goals in Africa+15 Such benefits create incentives for large members to contribute to organizations that produce both global public and nationspecific joint products+
In the case of the largest member, however, the foreign policy executive does
not control contributions to the IMF; increases in the U+S+ quota require legislative consent+ This suggests that diplomatic influence may not be the only, or even
the most important, nation-specific benefit driving U+S+ support for the IMF+
The procedure for increasing quotas begins at the IMF and the main method is
to establish an equiproportional increase for all members under a “General Review
of Quotas+” General reviews are held about every five years and have produced
eight large quota increases since 1946 ~see Table 1!+ On each occasion—including
those when the IMF chose not to propose any increase—a major factor affecting
the outcomes has been the difficulty in obtaining authorization from Congress for
an increase in the U+S+ quota+
Every member country must consent to its quota increase+ In the United States,
this means legislative approval and appropriations+ Since the United States is predominant at the IMF, Congress commands extraordinary leverage in the process
of changing quotas+ According to Pauly, “Quota increases, although strongly preferred by the Fund, sometimes entail legislative affirmation within memberstates+ They certainly do in the United States, a reality which has complicated
the life of the Fund since the beginning+” 16 Boughton cites several cases of general reviews that were tailored to expedite congressional approval and notes that

13+
14+
15+
16+

Kahler 1990+
Sandler 2002+
Stone 2004+
Pauly 1997, 113+
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General reviews of IMF quotas

(1)
Review of quotas
First Quinquennial (1950)
Second Quinquennial (1955)
1958–59
Third Quinquennial (1960)
Fourth Quinquennial
Fifth General
Sixth General
Seventh General
Eighth General
Ninth General
Tenth General (1995)
Eleventh General
Twelfth General (2003)

(2)
Board of Governors’
adoption of resolution

(3)
Equiproportional
increase in quotas
(percent)

(4)
Overall increase
in quotas
(percent)

No increase proposed
No increase proposed
2 February 1959; 6 April 1959
No increase proposed
31 March 1965
9 February 1970
22 March 1976
11 December 1978
31 March 1983
28 June 1990
No increase proposed
30 January 1998
No increase proposed

—
—
50%
—
25%
25%
*
50%
19%
30%
—
33+75%
—

—
—
60+7%
—
30+7%
35+4%
33+6%
50+9%
47+5%
50+0%
—
45+0%
—

(5)
Entry into effect

6 April 1959
23 February 1966
30 October 1970
1 April 1978
29 November 1980
30 November 1983
11 November 1992
22 January 1999

Note: * Increases determined on the basis of different groups of countries+ The IMF conducts general quota reviews about every five years+ Quota increases comprise an equiproportional percentage increase for all members and a selective increase, which adjusts certain members’ quota shares in order to align them with their relative economic size+ Column 4 is
the sum of the equiproportional increase and the selective increases+
Source: Cooper et al+ 2000+
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no general increase in quotas has taken effect without Congress consenting to the
U+S+ increase+17 Woods argues that a “recalcitrant” Congress increases the influence of the United States:
Each time an increase in IMF quotas or a replenishment of the Bank’s IDA
has been negotiated, the Congress has used the opportunity to threaten to
reduce or withhold the funds, being yet more prepared than even the executive agencies—Treasury and State Departments—to set down special preconditions for U+S+ contributions+ As a result, other shareholders and officials
within the institutions have grown used to placating not just the powerful
Departments of State and Treasury, but also the feisty U+S+ Congress+ The
overall result seems to have enhanced the capacity of the United States unilaterally to determine aspects of policy and structure within both the IMF
and the World Bank+18
Congress, however, is not a single entity+ It is composed of individual legislators, who hold varied positions on funding the IMF+ While there are members within
Congress who are obstacles to quota increases, there are also members who are
allies—those who want to give the Fund more resources to stabilize world financial markets+ We take a closer look at the battle that occurs in Congress because,
depending on who wins, Congress can be just as much an ally as an obstacle to
the IMF+ Furthermore, analyzing the factors that shape member votes is important
to understanding the nature of the private benefits the United States obtains from
the IMF+ While it is reasonable to expect the U+S+ executive branch to use its voting power and informal influence at the IMF to advance foreign policy goals, when
it comes to funding the IMF, we expect members of Congress to be motivated by
local concerns relevant to their electoral prospects+
In summary, increases in IMF quotas require broad support within the IMF,
because 85 percent of the votes are required to approve changes+ With more than
17 percent of the votes, the United States is the pivotal actor+ But U+S+ officials
cannot act independently of Congress+ Congress must formally approve changes
in the U+S+ quota, which means that anyone seeking an increase—the president,
the treasury secretary, the U+S+ executive director to the IMF, other member
governments—must be sensitive to diverse congressional sentiment+

Approach and Arguments
Which members of Congress will vote in favor of ~or against! quota increases?
Legislator positions are influenced by many factors, including partisan identity,
political ideology, and expectations about the future consequences of IMF rescues
~such as the moral hazard problem!+ We make the standard assumption that legislator behavior is self-interested and derives, at least in part, from the desire to

17+ Boughton 2001, 858–72+
18+ Woods 2003, 98+
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remain in office+ Thus positions on quota increases reflect how the policy affects
members electorally+ This means we need to know something about the interests
of voters and special interest groups with respect to the IMF+ To derive these interests, we ask: Who benefits and who loses from IMF policies? We look to the literature on international finance and trade to derive such distributional effects+
Our first argument is that “money-center” banks make up a key constituency
for the IMF and lobby on its behalf+19 IMF financial rescues provide de facto insurance to these banks, allowing them to retain the gains from international lending
while distributing losses, when they occur, to the public sector+ Thus we expect
campaign contributions from money-center banks to have a positive impact on the
propensity of a member of Congress to vote in favor of increasing the U+S+ quota+
Our second argument is that members representing districts with greater proportions of net “winners” from economic globalization are more likely to favor increasing the IMF ’s resources+ The IMF, by pursuing its mandate to protect the world
economy from financial shocks, encourages globalization, which has predictable
distributional consequences+
We are not the first to identify banks as an important constituency for the IMF+
A radical “dependencista” version of the argument has been around since at least
the 1970s, and a more orthodox variant is currently circulating+20 Bhagwati speaks
of a “Wall Street–Treasury complex,” in which bankers rotate in and out of executive roles, influencing IMF policy to the benefit of Wall Street+21 Other scholars
examine the extent to which commercial banks exert a systematic bias on IMF
lending+22 Gould argues that Wall Street has influence because the IMF depends
on private financial flows to make its conditionality policies effective+23 For Oatley, commercial banks have “privileged” political access to the IMF because ~1!
international and national regulators see them as “too big to fail,” ~2! they are few
in number and have large, individual stakes in lobbying the IMF, and ~3! because
the IMF understands that commercial bank finance is crucial to the success of
their programs+24
We also treat international financiers as central actors in the politics of the IMF+
However, we are less concerned with the reasons why banks have influence on the
details of individual IMF loan programs than with the reasons why such banks
might endorse granting more resources to the Fund+ A quota increase gives the
IMF greater resources to support the international payments system+ It does not
dictate how these resources are used or to whom they are allocated+ Hence we

19+ Money-center banks specialize in wholesale and international banking and are located in financial centers such as New York, Chicago, and San Francisco+ Their clients include governments, corporations, and other banks+ Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase & Co+, and Bank of America are among these
types of banks+
20+ See Stiglitz 2002; Bhagwati 2002; and Soros 1998+
21+ Bhagwati 2002, 8–9+
22+ See Gould 2003; Oatley 2002; and Oatley and Yackee 2004+
23+ Gould 2003+
24+ Oatley 2002+
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emphasize a broader reason why money-center banks endorse quota increases: they
benefit from the moral hazard created by Fund financial rescues+
Even if intended to stabilize the international financial system, IMF rescues are
a form of insurance for private creditors and thus a source of “moral hazard+” 25 A
moral hazard is an action that encourages the very behavior that it seeks to prevent+ With respect to the Fund, moral hazard arises when its crisis assistance encourages banks to take on risks that they might otherwise spurn, in an attempt to reap
greater financial returns+ Creditors may overlend to emerging economies because
of the expectation that the IMF will provide the liquidity that will allow them to
exit the country in time of crisis, without bearing their full losses+
While there is a vigorous ongoing debate on the extent of the moral hazard
problem, there is agreement that it exists+26 IMF Deputy Managing Director Anne
Krueger sees it as a major concern: “ Private institutions may be encouraged to
lend and invest recklessly by the belief that the Fund will ensure that their creditors can repay them+” 27 The International Financial Institutions Advisory Commission ~the “Meltzer Commission”! also emphasized the problem+28 Rogoff holds
the pragmatic view that some moral hazard is an inevitable consequence of stabilizing international finance, a view reflected in policy circles, as well+29 According
to Thomas Dawson, former executive director for the United States at the IMF,
“The problem of moral hazard is nobody has figured how you save the system
without bailing out at least some investors+” 30
Our argument is that money-center banks are among the most direct private
beneficiaries of IMF-created moral hazard+ Bird finds that IMF financial assistance to debtor countries is often used to repay loans to commercial banks+31 In
some instances, debt service is an explicit component of IMF programs+32 More
generally, unanticipated increases in U+S+ financial commitments to the IMF are
associated with increases in the stock market capitalization of the exposed moneycenter banks+33 To state this in terms of the joint products model, moral hazard is
the complementary output of IMF financial rescues—the private benefit that induces
money center banks to support funding the IMF+ As a concentrated industry, international banks should have little problem organizing for political purposes+ We

25+ See Bulow and Rogoff 1990; and Rogoff 1999+
26+ See Dell’Ariccia, Schnabel, and Zettelmeyer 2002; Jeanne and Zettelmeyer 2001; and Dreher
and Vaubel 2004+
27+ Address by Anne Krueger, given at the National Economists’ Club Annual Members’ Dinner
American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D+C+, 26 November 2001+
28+ Report of the International Financial Institutions Advisory Commission, March 2000+
29+ Rogoff 1999+
30+ Thomas C+ Dawson, statement to the Subcommittee on General Oversight and Investigations,
Committee on Banking and Financial Services, U+S+ House of Representatives, “Review of the Operations of the International Monetary Fund,” 21 April 1998, 105th Congress, 2d sess+
31+ Bird 1996+
32+ Gould 2003+
33+ Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga 1993+
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therefore expect international banks to lobby Congress to expand the resources of
the IMF+
Other constituencies in the United States are affected by IMF policies, but the
effects are more diffuse than with banks+ Our insight is that IMF rescues affect
district constituencies indirectly, by way of their effect on the openness of international trade and capital markets+ The primary rationale for the IMF is to preserve the openness of the world economy+34 Rescues are thus the means to an
end—maintenance of an economically integrated world economy—and the end is
what drives constituency preferences on rescues+ The inference is that members of
Congress oppose ~support! financial rescues because their constituents are harmed
~gain! by economic globalization+ International trade theory provides the basis for
specific predictions+
Stolper and Samuelson, and Mundell identified the winners and losers from economic globalization in terms of factors of production from which factor owners,
like high-skilled and low-skilled labor, derive their incomes+35 Owners of locally
abundant factors tend to gain more than average from globalization, while owners
of scarce factors tend to lose+ In the United States, the relatively scarce factor is
low-skilled labor, and thus the group most likely to lose from globalization is lowskilled labor+36 As trade has increased with nations where low-skilled labor is relatively abundant, organized labor in the United States has mobilized against
globalization and received protection in less-skilled intensive industries in return+37
By contrast, highly skilled labor is abundant in the United States relative to the
rest of the world and thereby benefits from globalization+ Indeed, individual-level
data from public opinion surveys provides consistent, strong evidence: workers
with college degrees or high skills residing in nations abundant in skills support
further liberalization of trade and factor flows, while those with less education
and fewer skills resist such initiatives+38
Our extension of trade theory to IMF funding recognizes that the IMF ’s mandate to protect the world economy from financial disorder confers individual benefits to people who gain income from globalization+ We thus expect voters with
high ~low! skills to support ~oppose! the IMF+ As diffuse interests, we do not expect
lobbying from these actors, but we do expect their interests to find expression in
Congress by way of the electoral calculations of legislators+ Legislators calculate
the distributional effects of a policy on voting constituencies within their districts

34+ See Kindleberger 1986; and Frankel and Roubini 2001+
35+ See Stolper and Samuelson 1941; and Mundell 1957+ We opt for this model over the “specificfactors” model because a strong, well-funded IMF affects the overall level of economic integration
rather than the well-being of particular import-competing or export sectors within the United States+
Nevertheless, we follow Baldwin and Magee 2000; and Beaulieu 2002; and control for Ricardo-Viner
effects in our regressions+
36+ Wood 1994+
37+ See Haskel and Slaughter 2000; and Baldwin and Magee 2000+
38+ See Scheve and Slaughter 2001; O’Rourke 2003; and Mayda and Rodrik 2005+
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and take positions that reflect these districts interests+39 These calculations occur
even in the absence of direct influence, meaning that diffuse groups of high- and
low-skilled workers do not actually have to organize for this mechanism to be
effective+
From a joint products perspective, our arguments imply that the IMF ’s stabilization of world financial markets creates private benefits for two sets of actors
within the United States: money-center banks and high-skilled citizens+ The benefit to banks is subsidized risk insurance; the benefit to the high-skilled is increased
real income+ The interests of these actors are reflected in the voting behavior of
members of Congress via the electoral connection and induce some members to
support funding the IMF+ In this way, joint production of private and public goods
reduces the usual problem of underprovision of public goods+

Data and Analysis: Congressional Votes on IMF
Quota Increases
The IMF conducts a general review of the adequacy of quota resources at least
once every five years+ If it determines that a quota increase is needed, the U+S+
Congress must first ratify the U+S+ increase+ Roll-call voting provides an opportunity to test our arguments+
We analyze congressional votes in 1983 and 1998 on quota increases+ These are
the only quota increases for which “clean” roll-call votes were taken+ When Congress considers a quota increase, it usually does so by including the issue in an
omnibus spending bill, which makes it impossible to isolate legislator positions’
on the IMF issue+ However, we identified three amendments and one motion to
the 1983 and 1998 spending bills that dealt exclusively with IMF quotas+ Table 2
summarizes these votes+
These are “clean” votes in the sense that a vote for or against captures only a
member’s position on increasing U+S+ contributions to the IMF+ Even though these
votes took place during the Latin American debt crisis and the Asian currency
crisis, we are not overly concerned with bias+ On one hand, the crisis context might
work against our arguments if members tend to ignore antiglobalization constituents during a crisis, for fear of being held responsible if a global economic meltdown follows a “no” vote on funding the IMF+ On the other hand, it may work in
favor of our claims if banks and proglobalization workers lobby harder during
periods of global instability+ Fortunately, the data we use for our variables of interest make the sampling issue moot, as they come from noncrisis periods+ We measure district skill levels with census data from 1980 and 1990, well before the
onset of either crisis+ With respect to bank campaign contributions, we lag the

39+ See Bailey 2001; and Denzau and Munger 1986+
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IMF quota votes in the U.S. Congress

Roll call

V286

V287

V313

Bill Number

H+AMDT+ 306 ~H+R+ 2957!

H+AMDT+ 307 ~H+R+ 2957!

H+AMDT+ 341 ~H+R+ 2957!

Congress
Date
Sponsor
Summary

98th
29 July 1983
McCollum ~R-Fla+!
To amend H+R+ 2957 to strike
the language authorizing the
governor of the IMF to consent
to an increase in the quota of
the United States+

98th
29 July 1983
Patman ~D-Tx+!
To amend H+R+ 2957 to
eliminate provisions in the bill
requiring continued U+S+
participation in the IMF+

98th
3 August 1983
Corcoran ~R-Ill+!
To amend H+R+ 2957 to strike
the language that increases
U+S+ participation in the IMF
General Arrangements to
Borrow from $2 billion to
$4+25 billion, and authorizes
the secretary to consent to an
increase of the U+S+ quota in
the IMF+

@A “No” vote supports the IMF
quota increase+#

Result
Partisan split

Y ⫽ 182; N ⫽ 227
Dem+: Y ⫽ 90; N ⫽ 158
Rep+: Y ⫽ 92; N ⫽ 69

Note: Dem+ ⫽ Democrat; Rep+ ⫽ Republican+

@A “No” vote supports the IMF
quota increase+#

Y ⫽ 178; N ⫽ 226
Dem+: Y ⫽ 89; N ⫽ 155
Rep+: Y ⫽ 89; N ⫽ 71

@A “No” vote supports the IMF
quota increase+#
Y ⫽ 174; N ⫽ 249
Dem+: Y ⫽ 82; N ⫽ 177
Rep+: Y ⫽ 92; N ⫽ 72

V109
Motion to Instruct Conferees
~H+R+ 3579!
105th
23 April 1998
Obey ~D-Wis+!
To allow the House and Senate
to pass identical spending bills,
providing the IMF with $18
billion for a quota increase and
to establish the New
Arrangements to Borrow
~NAB!+
@A “Yes” vote supports the
IMF quota increase and the
NAB+#
Y ⫽ 186; N ⫽ 222
Dem+: Y ⫽ 164; N ⫽ 28
Rep+: Y ⫽ 22; N ⫽ 193
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data one legislative cycle ~two years!, which places our measure of lobbying pressure well ahead of each crisis+
Three of the votes ~V286, V287, and V313! occurred in 1983 following the
IMF ’s eighth General Review+ The debt crisis provoked worries among some members of Congress that the quota increase would fund a bailout of commercial banks,
and these members were reluctant to approve the quota increase without also tightening regulatory control over banks+40 This Congress did with the International
Lending Supervision Act of 1983+ This act was conjoined in a single bill ~H+R+
2957! which, in addition to funding the IMF, also extended the authority of the
Export-Import Bank, encouraged worldwide economic growth, and provided for
continued U+S+ participation in multilateral development banks+ Just before this
omnibus bill passed the House by a close vote of 217 to 211, three members proposed amendments that would strip the bill of the IMF quota increase+ We analyze
votes on these amendments+
The fourth vote ~V109! came in 1998 during the Asian crisis and involved a
motion to an emergency supplemental spending bill ~H+R+ 3579!+ What prompted
the motion was that the House and the Senate were considering two different versions of the same bill+ The Senate version included funding for the U+S+ peacekeeping missions in Bosnia and the Middle East, disaster relief for storm victims
in the United States, as well as $18 billion for an IMF quota increase and funding
the establishment of the IMF ’s New Arrangements to Borrow ~NAB!+ However,
the House separated these funding requests into two bills: H+R+ 3579 included funding for Bosnia, the Middle East, and disaster relief; while H+R+ 3580 funded $18
billon for the IMF0NAB and provided $500 million to pay down U+S+ arrears to
the UN+
With the House bill diverging from the Senate’s, IMF funding was under threat+
Procedure requires that bills pass both Houses in identical form+ In an attempt to
reconcile the bills, David Obey ~D-Wis+!, ranking member of the House Appropriations Committee, offered a motion to instruct the conference committee to put
the IMF ’s $18 billion back in the emergency bill+ On 23 April, Congress defeated
Obey’s motion by a vote of 186 to 222, stalling the appropriation of funds for the
IMF and the NAB for another six months+ The spread of the crisis to Russia and
Brazil, along with President Bill Clinton’s admonishment of congressional footdragging as “irresponsible,” finally helped convince opponents that they would be
held responsible if a global recession were to take place+41
We have two hypotheses+ First, we expect the probability of a vote in favor of
funding the IMF to increase with a member’s affinity with money-center banks+
This affinity is proxied by the amount of campaign contributions each member
receives from money-center banks+ Second, we expect variation in skill levels across
House districts to affect member voting+ Specifically, we anticipate that the higher

40+ Bordo and James 2000+
41+ Frankel and Roubini 2001, 36+
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the skill level of constituents, the more likely a member will be to vote for the
IMF quota increase+ This illustrates our argument that members see the IMF as an
organization that promotes global economic integration and take positions that
reflect the impact of globalization on their constituencies+
To identify money-center banks, we use the regulatory classification in the U+S+
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council’s ~FFIEC! Country Exposure
Lending Survey+ The FFIEC identifies the specific banks that make up the “moneycenter” group the list on which to base our collection of campaign contribution
data+42 For campaign contributions, we use the Federal Election Commission’s data
on contributions from political action committees ~PACs!+ Our constructed variable is bank_pac—the sum total of money-center bank contributions to each House
member as a percentage of that member’s total receipts in the previous electoral
cycle+43
We measure constituent skill levels in two ways: by educational attainment and
by occupational classification+ The variable college is the share of district population with four years of college+ skills is the percentage of district workers in
executive, administrative, managerial, professional, and professional specialty
occupations+44
In all our models, we control for member “ideology” and party affiliation+ Our
proxy for ideology is the first dimension of the dw-nominate score+45 Higher
values denote a more “conservative” ideology and we expect a negative sign: more
economically conservative members should oppose increasing the quota because
they see the IMF as an unnecessary and remote bureaucracy whose interventions
in the market create moral hazard+46 We also control for party, because political
party affiliation may color the way members respond to presidential appeals for
funding the IMF+
Table 3 presents results of Probit analyses of the three 1983 votes+ While we
find strong ideological and partisan effects, our variables of interest—bank_pac
and college—are correctly signed and highly significant+ For all three votes ~Models 1 to 3!, the more campaign contributions from international banks and the higher
the education level in a district, the more likely a member is to vote in favor of an
IMF quota increase+ In Model 4, we include controls for district income ~median
household income! and mexican origins ~share of district population of Mexican
ancestry!+ The latter is intended to capture any effect that proximity to Mexico—
the first victim of the debt crisis—might have on member voting+ Our core results
are not affected by the inclusion of these controls+

42+ See Appendix 1 for the banks that make up this group+
43+ We thank a reviewer for suggesting this normalized specification+ An alternate specification—
the amount of money-center bank contributions to each member—gives nearly identical results+
44+ See Appendixes 1 and 2 for variable descriptions, sources, and summary statistics+
45+ Poole and Rosenthal 1997+
46+ According to Newt Gingrich, the 1998 quota increase was “typical liberal foreign policy + + +
we’re not turning over $18 billion to a French Socialist to throw it away,” as quoted by Walter Shapiro
in “Newt the Plagiarist,” Slate, 18 September 1998+
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Probit analyses of IMF quota votes in the 98th Congress

(1)
V286
dw-nominate
party
bank_pac
college

(2)
V287

(3)
V313

⫺4+267***
~0+489!
1+918***
~0+320!
59+276***
~15+432!
12+464***
~3+664!

⫺4+437***
~0+510!
2+085***
~0+327!
74+695***
~20+241!
13+456***
~3+727!

⫺3+352***
~0+440!
1+294***
~0+294!
37+765**
~16+464!
11+644***
~3+467!

⫺1+590***
~0+264!
405
0+0000
⫺194+464
0+301

⫺1+725***
~0+262!
400
0+0000
⫺189+393
0+310

⫺1+127***
~0+230!
419
0+0000
⫺216+896
0+240

income
mexican origins
Constant
Observations
Probability . chi 2
Log likelihood
Pseudo R 2

(4)
V313
⫺3+454***
~0+461!
1+374***
~0+305!
37+738**
~16+833!
15+870***
~4+227!
⫺0+432*
~0+026!
⫺0+725
~0+759!
⫺0+638*
~0+364!
419
0+0000
⫺215+100
0+242

Note: Dependent variable 0 ⫽ Yes, 1 ⫽ No ~a “No” vote supports funding the IMF!+ Robust standard errors in
parentheses+
*p , +10; **p , +05; ***p , +01+

Table 4 contains results after substituting the variable skills ~share of district
population working in high-skilled industries! for college attainment+ Our findings
are robust to this alternative specification+
The vote on Obey’s 1998 motion ~V109! should be difficult for our argument
because House members voted strongly along party lines+ This should not come
as a surprise because the division between the parties was wider during the 106th
Congress than at any time since before World War I+47 With the Clinton administration standing behind the IMF quota increase, all but twenty-two Republican
members opposed the measure while only twenty-eight Democrats took positions
against the president+ Yet, despite the strong partisan character of this vote, our
main variables are signed correctly and significant in several alternative models,
as shown in Table 5+ Model 1 includes our two variables of interest+ Model 2
substitutes skills for college, and Model 3 controls for other potentially relevant district characteristics+ mexican⫹korean⫹thai is the share of district population of ethnic groups originally from three countries that suffered major currency
crisis in the 1990s+ Our estimates do not support a relationship+ We control for the
possibility that the Ricardo-Viner “specific-factors” model predicts voting on IMF

47+ Jacobson 2000+
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TABLE 4.

Probit analyses of IMF quota votes in the 98th Congress

(1)
V286
dw-nominate
party
bank_pac
skills

(2)
V287

(3)
V313

⫺4+196***
~0+485!
1+906***
~0+320!
59+864***
~15+874!
2+376***
~0+847!

⫺4+344***
~0++508!
2+079***
~0+329!
75+425***
~21+050!
1+868**
~0+913!

⫺3+278***
~0+452!
1+278***
~0+296!
38+955**
~16+288!
2+214***
~0+804!

⫺1+713***
~0+318!
405
0+0000
⫺196+799
0+293

⫺1+621***
~0+333!
400
0+0000
⫺193+586
0+294

⫺1+224***
~0+292!
419
0+0000
⫺219+222
0+227

income
mexican origins
Constant
Observations
Probability . chi 2
Log likelihood
Pseudo R 2

(4)
(additional controls)
⫺3+305***
~0+462!
1+291***
~0+305!
39+141**
~16+598!
2+287***
~0+879!
⫺0+009
~0+023!
0+916
~0+733!
⫺1+085***
~0+384!
419
0+0000
⫺218+436
0+230

Note: Dependant variable 0 ⫽ Yes, 1 ⫽ No ~a “No” vote supports funding the IMF!+ Robust standard errors in
parentheses+
*p , +10; **p , +05; ***p , +01+

funding with net imports and net exports, which measure district industrial
characteristics+ Since the IMF pursues a protrade mandate, members representing
districts that face strong import competition should oppose funding the IMF, while
members with export-oriented industries in their districts should support it+ These
results are only suggestive; the coefficients are correctly signed but not significant+
In Table 6, we provide a substantive interpretation of these findings+ Using models from Tables 3 and 5, we simulated the predicted probability of observing a
vote in favor of an IMF quota increase for both Democrats and Republicans, then
we examined how these probabilities change as each explanatory variable is
increased by one standard deviation above its mean+48 The effects are substantively large+ For example, increasing college ~share of district population with
four years of college! by one standard deviation increases the probability a Democrat will support IMF funding by as much as 14 percentage points ~V313, Table 3,
Model 4!+ Although the effect is evident for members of both parties, Democrats
are about twice as sensitive to district skill levels as Republicans+ Similarly, increas-

48+ The simulations were performed with “Clarify+” See Tomz, Wittenberg, and King 1998; and
King, Tomz, and Wittenberg 2000+
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Probit analyses of IMF quota vote in the 105th

Congress

(1)
V109
dw-nominate
party
bank_pac
college

⫺1+098***
~0+405!
⫺1+675***
~0+360!
24+965***
~8+144!
3+508***
~1+163!

skills

(2)
V109
⫺1+082***
~0+402!
⫺1+650***
~0+361!
25+087***
~8+130!
3+507***
~1+387!

net imports
net exports
mexican+korean+thai
Constant
Observations
Probability . chi 2
Log likelihood
Pseudo R 2

⫺0+089**
~0+279!
403
0+0000
⫺133+839
0+518

⫺0+307
~0+386!
403
0+0000
⫺135+636
0+511

(3)
V109
⫺1+022***
~0+397!
⫺1+726***
~0+352!
24+505***
~8+194!
3+121**
~1+242!
⫺1+472
~1+128!
1+194
~2+029!
0+326
~0+739!
0+125
~0+374!
403
0+0000
⫺132+873
0+521

Note: Dependant variable 0 ⫽ No, 1 ⫽ Yes, ~a “Yes” vote supports funding the IMF!+ Robust
standard errors in parentheses+
*p , +10; **p , +05; ***p , +01

ing bank-pac ~campaign contributions from international banks! by one standard
deviation increases the probability that a Democrat will support the IMF by 12
percentage points on average, but the same change in bank contributions to a Republican yields a 6 percentage point increase in the likelihood of voting in favor of
funding the IMF+ These partisan differences in the responsiveness to district skill
levels and campaign contributions from money center banks probably reflect the
fact that Democrats have had strong ties to antiglobalization trade unions since
the 1970s and a traditional distrust of Wall Street that extends back to the Populist
era+ This would suggest that increases in proglobalization workers and campaign
contributions from banks would have a greater impact on Democrats than on
Republicans+
Discussion
These findings corroborate existing evidence that private financiers play an important role in the politics of international financial policy+ But while Gould and Oat-
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TABLE 6.

Substantive effects of campaign contributions from banks, district skill
levels, and member “ideology”
Democrats

V286
Table
V287
Table
V313
Table
V313
Table
V109
Table
V109
Table

Republicans

BANK_PAC

COLLEGE

DW-NOMINATE

COLLEGE

DW-NOMINATE

0+158***

0+104***

⫺0+287***

0+047***

0+035***

⫺0+481***

0+197***

0+111***

⫺0+279***

0+044***

0+030***

⫺0+471***

0+102***

0+104***

⫺0+342***

0+0482***

0+050***

⫺0+413***

0+101***

0+141***

⫺0+342***

0+0485***

0+058***

⫺0+417***

0+074***

0+078***

⫺0+186***

0+073***

0+079***

⫺0+103***

0+071***

0+068***

⫺0+164***

0+072***

0+067***

⫺0+093***

0+117***

0+101***

⫺0+267***

0+055***

0+053***

⫺0+330***

3, Model 1
3, Model 2
3, Model 3
3, Model 4
5, Model 1

BANK_PAC

5, Model 3

Average effect

Note: Values represent the change in the predicted probability of voting in favor of an IMF quota increase as each
variable of interest is increased by one standard deviation over its mean, holding other variables at their means+ For
Democrats, “ Party” is held to 0; for Republicans “ Party” is held to 1+
*p , +10; **p , +05; ***p , +01+

ley examine the impact of international investors on the specifics of Fund lending—
the conditions attached to loans, the size and destination of loans, and so on—we
show that banks also play a role in shaping the funding of the IMF+49 To our knowledge, this is the first analysis showing that representatives in Congress who are
supported by banks are more likely to approve increased funding for the IMF+
This extends the established research on the role of private financiers by showing
that banks are active at multiple levels: on the specifics of IMF policy, they communicate directly with IMF officials and staff or via Treasury officials; but on
matters of funding the IMF, they work though Congress, which controls the purse
strings+
Congressional scholars may be skeptical of the positive relationship between
bank campaign contributions and member support for the IMF, as there is little
general evidence that campaign money systematically influences congressional voting+50 We checked our estimates on bank influence to see if they were inflated
because of some unmodeled constituency effect+ We added a dummy variable for
districts that were home to money-center banks ~New York, Chicago, Boston, San
Francisco!, and we added a variable for the percentage of a district’s population

49+ See Gould 2003; and Oatley 2002+
50+ See Wright 1996; Snyder 1992; and Hall and Wayman 1990+
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Top 20 recipients of campaign contributions from money-center bank

PACs
Vote on IMF

District

Party

Committee

BANK_PAC

V286

V287

V313

N+Y+
Ga+
N+Y+
R+I+

32
10
34
1

Dem+
Dem+
Dem+
Dem+

Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
~chair!

0+0642
0+0474
0+0463
0+0451

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Green, S+
Hubbard, C+
Annunzio, F+
Wortley, G+
Towns, E+
Ridge, T+
Neal, S+
Wylie, C+

N+Y+
Ky+
Ill+
N+Y+
N+Y+
Pa+
N+C+
Ohio

15
1
11
27
11
21
5
15

Rep+
Dem+
Dem+
Rep+
Dem+
Rep+
Dem+
Rep+

0+0333
0+0328
0+0324
0+0313
0+0306
0+0305
0+0297
0+0264

No
No
—
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
—
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Fish, H+
Carper, T+
Erdreich, B+
McKinney, S+
Levin, S+
Lehman, R+
Roukema, M+
Bereyuter, D+

N+Y+
Del+
Ala+
Conn+
Mich+
Calif+
N+J+
Neb+

21
1
6
4
17
18
5
1

Rep+
Dem+
Dem+
Rep+
Dem+
Dem+
Rep+
Rep+

0+0255
0+0199
0+0191
0+0175
0+0174
0+0144
0+0142
0+0140

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Name

State

LaFalce, J+
Barnard, D+
Lundine, S+
St+ Germain, F+

Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
Bank & Finance
~ranking!
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance

Note: A “No” vote is a vote in favor of funding the IMF ~see Table 2!+ bank_pac is the sum of campaign contributions from money-center bank PACs in 1981 and 1982, as a percentage of total receipts for the 1981–82 electoral
cycle+ Bank & Finance denotes a position on the House Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs+

employed by large commercial banks+ Neither variable proved significant, nor
affected the size and significance level of bank_pac+
One possible explanation for our persistently strong results on campaign giving
is that contributions from banks are different than money from other sources+ The
banking industry is one of the largest contributors to member campaigns+ Commercial banks rank in the top ten in terms of total giving ~PAC, individual, soft
money! to Congress among more than 80 industries+51 This may help explain why
other studies also find an effect of bank money on roll-call voting+52 A second
possibility is that money-center banks carefully target members with particular
influence over banking and financial policy+ Table 7 shows that all but two of the
top twenty recipients of bank contributions were members of the Committee on
Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs+ Eighteen of these members also voted in
favor of the IMF quota increase+ This targeting may derive from the decentralized

51+ Makinson 2003+
52+ Kroszner and Stratmann 1998+
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nature of congressional decision making: banks may understand that money allocated to the committee is more efficiently spent+53 It may also reflect an understanding of the committee assignment process: banks may know that they are more
likely to find a sympathetic audience in this committee+54
Another potential concern is whether special interests target members with similar positions, or “buy votes,” when they give contributions+55 We are largely agnostic on the issue, because it makes little difference to our argument whether banks
give money to reward members or give money to sway their votes+ Either way, the
money is an observable indication of a relationship in which members are more
likely to vote the way banks want+ Note, however, that Broz, using techniques developed by Stratmann, finds evidence that bank money does influence member voting
on international financial rescues provided by the Exchange Stabilization Fund+56
Our finding that higher district skill levels increase the probability that a member
will support the IMF is also open to alternative explanations+ Our inference is that
member positions on rescues reflect the relative wage effects of globalization on district constituencies+ Perhaps the result indicates that more educated constituents are
more “cosmopolitan” and better equipped intellectually to understand the need for
international financial rescues+ We think not+ Although a college education or a highskill occupation could give rise to an internationalist outlook, there is no compelling reason why these attributes imply support specifically for IMF rescues+
Academic economists are highly divided on whether the IMF should engage in rescues, with some taking public stances against rescues on moral hazard grounds+57
While more education might make people more likely to support trade liberalization, where the overwhelming majority of academic opinion favors free trade, it
should not make people more apt to support rescues, because no such unanimity
exists+ Therefore, it is difficult to attribute our results to the educational attainment
of constituents+
Our argument also requires that constituents and members of Congress understand the connections between IMF rescues and economic globalization, and
between globalization and relative income shares+ Do people really connect the
dots that run from IMF rescues to domestic distributional consequences? Anecdotal evidence from peak organizations, industry groups, and congressional testimony suggests they do+ Organized labor connected the dots when the executive
council of the AFL-CIO adopted a resolution in 1998 urging Congress to reject
U+S+ participation in the IMF unless borrowers adopted strict labor standards+ Corporate organizations like the U+S+ Chamber of Commerce connected the dots by
taking a strong pro-IMF position and including a Senate vote on IMF funding in
its 1998 legislator ratings+58 In Congress, Bernard Sanders ~I-VT!, ranking mem-

53+
54+
55+
56+
57+
58+

Grier and Munger 1991+
Shepsle 1978+
Hall and Wayman 1990+
See Broz 2005; and Thomas Stratmann 2002+
See Calomiris 1998; Meltzer 1998; and Schwartz 1998+
U+S+ Chamber of Commerce 1998+
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ber of the International Monetary Policy and Trade Subcommittee, connected the
dots: “The real winners @of the IMF loan to Brazil in 2002# are the large, profitable U+S+ banks such as Citigroup that have made billions of dollars in risky investments in Brazil, and now want to make sure their investments are repaid+ This
bailout represents an egregious form of corporate welfare that must be put to an
end+ Interestingly, these banks have made substantial campaign contributions to
both political parties+” 59

IMF Lending Patterns
We established a relationship between money-center bank contributions and congressional voting on IMF funding+ In this section, we check to see if moneycenter bank interests are reflected in IMF policy decisions+ Our findings suggest
that IMF lending decisions are correlated with the size of outstanding U+S+ commercial bank loans in IMF member countries+
Two questions about IMF behavior motivate this analysis+ First, does the extent
of commercial bank exposure make the IMF more likely to bail out a country
should it face a currency or debt crisis? Second, does greater commercial bank
exposure induce the IMF to provide larger loans to a country, all else equal? In
order to examine these questions, we adopt a two-stage approach+ In the first stage,
we look solely at the decision by the IMF to offer assistance; in the second, we
examine the amount of assistance approved by the IMF+60
Our data covers the period 1983–2002, during which the IMF approved 369
loans under the Stand-By and Extended Fund Facilities ~EFF! programs+ In the
first stage of our analysis, the dependent variable is binary, representing whether
or not a member country received an IMF loan in a given year+ In the second
stage, we analyze the size of IMF loans approved for member countries+
As our prior analysis focused on the ties between money-center banks and Congress, the chief explanatory variable for this part of the analysis is the country
exposures of these same banks abroad+ Individual banks do not disclose the
geographic profile of their foreign loans, but the FFIEC collects, aggregates, and
publishes this information for the group of money-center banks+ Thus our key
independent variable is us_banks, the amount owed to U+S+ money-center banks
by each IMF member country+61

59+ Bernard Sanders, “$30 Billion IMF Bailout for Brazil Is a Windfall to Banks, A Disaster for
U+S+ Taxpayers,” News release, Burlington, Vt+, 15 August 2002+
60+ We treat the decision to lend as separate from the actual amount of assistance because of the
potential for endogeneity; the decision to support a country may serve as a “seal of approval,” inducing further lending from the private sector, as in Gould 2003+
61+ These figures represent the total amount of U+S+ money-center banks loans outstanding in the
IMF member country+ As there is significant annual variation in total bank lending, while lending patterns to individual countries remain relatively constant, we do not scale this variable as a percentage of
the total annual lending portfolio, opting instead for the more stable, actual dollar amounts+
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Our argument does not lead us to predict that increased bank lending will necessarily cause a country to require IMF assistance, but rather that of those countries experiencing debt or currency crises in a given year, the IMF will be more
likely to provide assistance to those with larger debts to U+S+ banks+ Consequently, our model includes the principal variables used to predict and identify
sovereign debt and currency crises+ Economists at the IMF and elsewhere have
modeled currency and debt crises to establish an Early-Warning-System ~EWS!
that can be used by the Fund in its surveillance of the world’s economies+ A recent
review of EWS models identified the economic indicators that yield the best predictive power+62 We draw on this review and include several indicators related to
countries’ overall debt, debt profile, international reserves, and overall economy+
We also include an indicator of financial crises ~economic crisis! from another
study+63 Finally, because instability may persist beyond the duration of the Fund’s
assistance, we also include a dummy variable prior imf loans for countries that
have received any Stand-By or EFF loans over the previous decade+
U+S+ foreign policy goals may also affect IMF decision making+ We follow standard practice and include the variable un_affinity, UN voting affinity scores for
debtor countries vis-à-vis the United States+64 Similarly, we include loans from
the World Bank and International Development Association ~ibrd loans!, on the
grounds that the IMF might be more willing to lend to countries that are receiving
development assistance from the World Bank+ A set of additional controls round
out the model: year dummies, a time trend, and dummy variables for regions and
economic groupings+
Data and Analysis
We expect greater commercial bank exposure to increase the likelihood of IMF
assistance for countries in crises+ To evaluate this claim, we ran a time-series crosssection Logit model of our binary dependent variable ~did the member-country
receive an IMF loan in a given year?! on our independent variables and controls+
The results in Table 8 provide modest support for our argument+ The exposure of
U+S+ money center banks ~us_banks! is positively and significantly related to the
likelihood that the IMF will provide a loan to a country+65 Using the software
program “Clarify,” we estimate the substantive impact of greater U+S+ bank exposure on these decisions to lend+ Holding everything else constant, a one standard
deviation increase in U+S+ bank lending ~an increase in lending of roughly $3 bil-

62+ Kaminsky, Lizondo, and Reinhart 1998+
63+ Caprio and Klingebiel 2003+
64+ Barro and Lee 2002+
65+ Our substantive results are stable across methodological specifications+ We obtained nearly identical results ~in sign, magnitude, and level of significance! for our indicator of U+S+ bank lending using
alternate regression techniques, robust standard errors, fixed-effect estimators, and controls for temporal autocorrelation+
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TABLE 8. Random-effects Logit model of
IMF decisions to lend

Variables
us_banks
prior imf loans
financing
ibrd loans
short-term debt
reserves
debt
money supply/reserves
trade
debt service
us tbill
economic crisis
un affinity
Observations
Groups
Log likelihood
Prob.Chi 2

Coefficient
(standard error)
+1500**
~+0760!
1+323***
~+3495!
+0674
~+0462!
+0028
~+0961!
⫺+0548***
~+0156!
⫺+0341
~+0516!
⫺+1928
~+2416!
+0080
~+0069!
+0095**
~+0048!
+2783
~+2020!
+1969
~+1784!
+3119
~+2670!
3+217***
~+7593!
693
91
⫺266+709
0+000

Note: The dependant variable is the IMF ’s decision to lend
~1 ⫽ Yes, 0 ⫽ No!+ Standard errors in parentheses+
*p , +10; **p , +05; ***p , +01+

lion! would lead to roughly a 5 percent increase in the likelihood of receiving
IMF assistance+66
The results also suggest that IMF decisions reflect U+S+ foreign policy goals+
Recipient countries’ degrees of similarity with U+S+ positions at the United Nations
also are highly correlated with the likelihood of receiving IMF assistance+ A 5

66+ Including other major IMF donors’ bank lending into the model yields very similar results and
suggests that the interests of German banks ~but interestingly not those of the United Kingdom, France,
or Japan! are also represented in Fund decision making+
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percent increase in a country’s voting similarity with the United States would equate
to a 7+5 percent greater likelihood of receiving Fund assistance,+
Our second hypothesis relates to the size of IMF Stand-By or EFF loans+ Using
the same economic indicators and control variables, we expected to see a positive
relationship between the amount of U+S+ bank lending to a country and the size of
the loan it receives from the IMF+67 As our cases are now limited to countries
receiving IMF assistance, our sample size drops to 123+
The results in Table 9 suggest that commercial bank exposure is related to the
amount of IMF support a country receives+ 68 An increase in the size of U+S+ lending of one standard deviation predicts an increase in the IMF loan of approximately one-fifth of a standard deviation ~roughly 400 million SDRs!+69 It is
interesting to note that although foreign policy objectives seem to be a factor in
the decision to provide IMF assistance, UN voting similarity does not appear to
have any major influence on the size of IMF loans+
Both sets of results suggest that countries where U+S+ banks are heavily exposed
are more likely to receive IMF assistance and more likely to receive a larger amount
of IMF assistance+ These findings support work done by Gould, who posits that
because the IMF is dependent on supplementary financiers ~including private banks!,
Fund decisions will necessarily reflect the interests of those financiers+70 Gould
observed the reflection of those interests in Fund conditionality mechanisms+ Our
analysis helps confirm her findings by showing the broader reflection of U+S+ bank
interests in IMF decision making+
Together, these results imply that U+S+ interests are well represented in IMF
decision making+ Although there is clearly no single “national” interest, our findings indicate that decisions made at the IMF tend to reflect the interests of its
most powerful member, the United States, but that those interests are actually the
interests of important actors within the U+S+ policymaking arena+ Ultimately, it
appears that decision making at the IMF reflects both private interests within the
United States, as well as the broader interests of the U+S+ foreign-policy apparatus+

Conclusions
Existing scholarship has analyzed U+S+ policy toward the IMF at an aggregate level,
treating the United States as if it is a single entity with a unified foreign policy
interest in the IMF+ By contrast, we ground our analysis at the micro level, defining the individual stakes that private U+S+ citizens have in the IMF, then we show
that these interests find expression in congressional politics+ This step has often

67+ As the size of IMF assistance packages could vary significantly based merely on the size of the
recipient countries’ GDP, we also ran our analysis scaling IMF loans and our major explanatory variables to countries’ economic size+ This respecification does not significantly alter our results+
68+ As with our first-stage analysis, our statistical results are stable across alternate methodological
specifications+
69+ Including the bank exposure of other major IMF donors does not significantly alter our results+
70+ Gould 2003+
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TABLE 9.

GLS panel estimates of the
size of IMF loans

Variables
us_banks
prior imf loans
financing
ibrd loans
short-term debt
reserves
debt
money supply/reserves
trade
debt service
us tbill
economic crisis
un affinity
total us bank lending
Observations
Groups
R 2 (between groups)
R 2 (overall)
Probability . Chi 2

Coefficient
(standard error)
+1208**
~+0550!
⫺+3026
~+2300!
+0590
~+0351!
⫺+0949
~+1387!
+0109
~+0126!
+0476
~+0408!
+3093
~+2024!
⫺+0048
~+0047!
⫺+0076*
~+0040!
+3071*
~+1828!
+0798
~+1288!
+1790
~+1749!
+2050
~+5176!
⫺+5033**
~+2289!
123
52
+8179
+7610
0+000

Notes: The dependant variable is the amount of the IMF ’s
loan+ Standard errors in parentheses+
*p , +10, **p , +05, ***p , +01

been ignored in the study of international organizations, even though such organizations are often funded through domestic legislation in powerful member states+
We establish that the organized segment of this constituency, money-center banks,
actively participate in domestic politics by supplying legislators with campaign
funds+ Judging from our empirical results, members of Congress appear to be
responsive to these appeals, as well as to the interests of unorganized groups benefited or harmed by the IMF ’s proglobalization mandate+ Our findings relating to
the Stolper-Samuelson theorem are especially interesting because they reveal that
political divisions on the IMF mirror divisions on globalization more generally+
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Members representing districts that gain ~lose! on average from international trade
are more likely to vote in favor ~against! funding the IMF+
The final step in our analysis is to analyze IMF outcomes+ Here, we join other
scholars who see the Fund as at least partially beholden to the interests of international banks+71 Although we use slightly different data and methods, our results
modestly confirm that the IMF acts in ways that reflect the interests of these banks+
In conjunction with our findings at the congressional level, our research suggests
that banks are important players in the politics of the IMF at multiple levels+ In
Congress, they are involved ~via campaign contributions! in the process of securing approval of IMF funding increases+ At the IMF they appear to influence the
day-to-day lending decisions of the Fund’s officials and staff+72
Our analysis speaks to the question of how international public goods are
financed+ While the IMF ’s capacity to stabilize financial markets—a global public
good—depends on contributions from member countries, the incentives that drive
large members to bear a disproportionate share of the financial burden have not been
clearly identified+ It has long been suspected that the United States uses its voting
power at the IMF to advance its own interests, which might explain why the U+S+
executive has a stake in funding it+ However, Congress controls the purse, not the
executive, and members of Congress tend to be motivated by local, as opposed to
national or diplomatic, concerns+ To specify the motivations of the political actors
that formally decide levels of U+S+ funding, we identified two constituencies—
money-center banks and high-skilled citizens—that benefit from a well-funded IMF
and tested to see if connections between these pro-IMF groups and Congress shaped
member voting+ Our positive results suggest a simple, yet logically compelling reason why the United States funds the IMF: private actors have individual stakes in
funding the IMF+ In terms of the joint-products model, money-center banks and highskilled constituents obtain excludable private benefits ~subsidized risk insurance and
increased real income, respectively! from the IMF ’s provision of global public
goods+ The existence of these private benefits reduces the problem of underprovision of public goods in this decentralized, global setting+

Appendix 1. Data and Sources
party: 0 ⫽ Democrat; 1 ⫽ Republican+
dw-nominate: The first dimension of the dw-nominate score, which is interpreted as
capturing a member’s ideological position on government intervention in the economy+
Higher values denote a more conservative ideology ~Poole and Rosenthal 1997!+

71+ See Gould 2003; Oatley 2002; and Oatley and Yackee 2004+
72+ Exactly how banks influence IMF policy remains a topic for additional research+ Gould’s point
is that international banks have leverage because they command “supplementary finance,” which the
IMF needs to make its programs work+ Conversely, Bhagwati’s view is that Wall Street bankers have a
“revolving door” relationship with the U+S+ Treasury Department and actually have a hand in day-today IMF policy+ Our research found little evidence that Congress is involved in the financial details of
IMF lending; apparently Congress is not the primary conduit of private bank interests+
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bank pac: Campaign contributions from money-center bank political action committees
to candidates in the previous electoral cycle, divided by the total receipts per candidate
from the previous electoral cycle+ Money-center banks are identified by the U+S+
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council ~FFIEC!, Country Exposure
Lending Survey, various years+ In 1983 the FFIEC list includes Bank of America,
Bankers Trust, Chase Manhattan Bank, Chemical Bank, Citibank, Continental Illinois,
First National Bank of Chicago, Manufacturers Hanover, and Morgan Guaranty+ By
1998, consolidations and takeovers had reduced the list of money-center banks to J+P+
Morgan, Chase Manhattan, Bank of America, Citicorp, First Chicago, and Bankers
Trust+ bank_pac in Table 5 was calculated from the contributions of these six banks+
PAC contributions are from the Federal Election Commission+ Available at ^http:00
www+tray+com&+
college: Share of district population with four years of college ~U+S+ Bureau of the
Census, Congressional Districts!+
skills: Share of district population aged sixteen years and over employed in executive,
administrative, managerial, and professional specialty occupations ~U+S+ Bureau of the
Census, Congressional Districts!+
income: Median household income ~U+S+ Bureau of the Census, Congressional Districts!+
mexican origins: Share of district population of Mexican ancestry ~U+S+ Bureau of the
Census, Congressional Districts!+
mexican+korean+thai: Share of district population of Mexican, Korean, and Thai
ancestry ~U+S+ Bureau of the Census, Congressional Districts!+
net imports: Percent district population aged sixteen years and over employed in net
import industries+ Net import industries are two-digit SIC manufacturing sectors where
the ratio of imports to consumption is greater than the ratio of revenues from exports
to total industry revenue—Textiles 22, Apparel 23, Lumber 24, Furniture 25, Paper 26,
Petroleum 29, Rubber 30, Leather 31, Stone, clay, and glass 32, Primary metals 33,
Fabricated metals 34, Industrial machinery 35, Electronic goods 36, Transportation
equipment 37, Other manufactures 39 ~U+S+ Bureau of the Census 1997!+ County-level
employment data was aggregated up to the congressional district level using the following procedure: if a county contains more than one congressional district within its
borders, the number of workers from an industry who are in each district is estimated
by using the fraction of the county’s population residing in each district+ For example,
if 10 percent of a county’s population lives in a district, that district receives 10 percent of the county’s workers in each industry+ We obtained the geographic information
from the MABLE ’980Geocorr v3+0 Geographic Correspondence Engine+ Available at
^http:00plue+sedac+ciesin+org0plue0geocorr&+
net exports: Percent district population aged sixteen years and over employed in net
export industries+ Net export industries are two-digit SIC manufacturing sectors where
the ratio of revenues from exports to total industry revenue is greater than the ratio of
imports to consumption–Food 20, Tobacco 21, Printing 27, Chemicals 28, Instruments
38!+ See net imports above and the text for the concordance procedure+
imf loans: ~log! Amount of IMF loans approved under the Stand-By and Extended Fund
Facilities during the fiscal year, in millions of Special Drawing Rights ~IMF Annual
Reports, 1983–2002!+
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us_banks: ~log! Total amount owed U+S+ money-center banks by foreign borrowers
~excluding revaluations gains on foreign exchange and derivative products! as of 31
March of the reporting year ~FFIEC, Country Exposure Lending Survey, various years!+
prior imf loans: Dummy variable indicating whether or not a country received IMF
assistance during the previous ten years ~IMF Annual Reports, 1983–2002!+
financing: Financing from abroad ~percentage of GDP!+ Financing from abroad
~obtained from nonresidents! refers to the means by which a government provides
financial resources to cover a budget deficit or allocates financial resources arising
from a budget surplus+ It includes all government liabilities—other than those for
currency issues or demand, time, or savings deposits with government—or claims on
others held by government and changes in government holdings of cash and deposits+
Government guarantees of the debt of others are excluded+ Data are shown for central
government only ~World Bank, World Development Indicators!+
ibrd loans: ~log! IBRD loans and IDA credits ~current US$!+ IBRD loans and IDA
credits are extended by the World Bank Group+ The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development ~IBRD! lends at market rates+ Credits from the International
Development Association ~IDA! are at concessional rates+ Data are in current U+S+
dollars ~World Bank, World Development Indicators!+
short_term_debt: Short-term debt ~percentage of total external debt!+ Short-term debt
includes all debt having an original maturity of one year or less and interest in arrears
on long-term debt ~World Bank, World Development Indicators!+
reserves: International reserves–in months of imports ~World Bank, World Development
Indicators!+
debt: ~log! External debt, total current US$+ Total external debt owed to nonresidents
repayable in foreign currency, goods, or services+ Total external debt is the sum of
public, publicly guaranteed, and private nonguaranteed long-term debt, use of IMF
credit, and short-term debt+ Short-term debt includes all debt having an original maturity of one year or less and interest in arrears on long-term debt+ Data are in current
U+S+ dollars ~World Bank, World Development Indicators!+
money supply/reserves: Money and quasi money ~M2! to gross international reserves
ratio+ Money and quasi money comprise the sum of currency outside banks, demand
deposits other than those of the central government, and the time, savings, and foreign
currency deposits of resident sectors other than the central government+ This definition
is frequently called M2; it corresponds to lines 34 and 35 in the IMF International
Financial Statistics ~IFS!+ Gross international reserves comprise holdings of monetary
gold, special drawing rights, reserves of IMF members held by the IMF, and holdings
of foreign exchange under the control of monetary authorities+ The gold component of
these reserves is valued at year-end ~31 December! London prices ~World Bank, World
Development Indicators!+
trade: Trade ~percentage of GDP!+ Trade is the sum of exports and imports of goods
and services measured as a share of gross domestic product ~World Bank, World
Development Indicators!+
debt_service: ~log! Public and publicly guaranteed debt service ~current US$!
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Public and publicly guaranteed debt service is the sum of principal repayments and interest actually paid on long-term obligations of public debtors and long-term private
obligations guaranteed by a public entity+ Data are in current U+S+ dollars ~World
Bank, World Development Indicators!+
us_tbill: nominal U+S+ Treasury Bill rate ~IMF, International Financial Statistics!+
un_affinity: Voting affinity score of countries relative to the U+S+ position in the UN
General Assembly+ Voting affinity scores are measured on a ⫺1 to 1 scale using Signorino and Ritter’s “S” score, for three categories of voting behavior ~with0abstain0
against! A score of 1 indicates complete similarity of voting positions with the United
States, while a score of ⫺1 indicates complete dissimilarity of voting ~Gertzke and Jo
2002!+
us bank total lending: ~log! Total Amount owed U+S+ money-center banks by foreign
borrowers ~excluding revaluations gains on foreign exchange and derivative products!
as of 31 March of the reporting year ~FFIEC, Country Exposure Lending Survey, various years!+
economic crisis: Dummy variable indicating whether or not the country experienced a
systemic banking crisis during that year ~Caprio and Klingebiel 2003!+

Appendix 2. Summary Statistics
APPENDIX A1.

Congressional votes on quota increases

V286, V287, V313 (98th Congress)

dw-nominate
party
bank_pac
college
skills
income ($1,000s!
mexican origins

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

⫺0+0529
0+3839
0+0026
0+0569
0+3534
16+915
0+0393

0+3707
0+4869
0+0070
0+0226
0+0902
3+560
0+0891

⫺0+7780
0
0
0+0100
0+1450
7+154
0+0007

0+9870
1
0+0642
0+2075
0+8540
28+181
0+7156

V109 ~105th Congress!
dw-nominate
party
bank_pac
college
skills
mexican+korean+thai
net imports
net exports

0+0645
0+4747
0+0044
0+2007
0+2584
0+0581
0+1353
0+0536

0+4637
0+4999
0+0098
0+0799
0+0634
0+1154
0+0801
0+0452

⫺0+7600
0
0
0+0530
0+0918
0+0013
0+0085
0+0002

1+150
1
0+0967
0+5138
0+5282
0+7057
0+4263
0+4606
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APPENDIX A2.

IMF decisions

debt
debt service
economic crisis
financing
ibrd loans
money supply/reserves
prior imf loans
reserves
short-term debt
trade
u.s. banks (log)
u.s. banks total lending
u.s. t-bill
un affinity

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

22+35
19+97
0+33
1+61
19+85
10+48
0+845
2+90
11+59
70+28
3+32
12+12
5+95
⫺0+274

1+82
2+01
0+47
2+29
2+21
21+60
0+363
2+23
10+16
33+95
3+19
0+267
1+91
0+280

17+35
14+73
0+00
⫺3+36
0+00
0+581
0+00
0+04
0+00
13+24
0+00
11+72
1+61
⫺0+645

24+99
24+99
1+00
9+67
23+92
147+02
1+00
11+86
73+46
257+38
9+64
12+81
9+39
1+00
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